• The pale band of light spangled with stars stretching across the sky is the Milky Way, a swath of light named by the ancient Greeks • In the 17 th century, Galileo showed the Milky Way is millions of stars too dim to see individually • Today we know the Milky Way is a slowly revolving disk of stars, a galaxy • We also know today that the Milky Way is filled with stars of various sizes, many of them found in clusters, and clouds of gas and dust 1748. This sketch led Herschel (and others) to believe the Milky Way was disk-shaped (correct), and that the solar system was near the center of that disk, at the position of the yellow dot (incorrect) 5 Size of the Milky Way
• Jacobus Kapteyn determined the diameter of the Milky Way to be 20 kpc with the Sun near the center • Harlow Shapley found the diameter to be 100 kpc with the Sun 2/3 from the center • Both were not aware of the dimming effects of dust • Shapley, using globular star clusters for distances, did not distinguish RR Lyrae from Cepheid variables 6
Size of the Milky Way -Dividing the number of stars in the Milky Way by its age gives a star creation rate of 3-5 stars per year -Most numerous stars turn out to be dim, cool, red dwarfs (mass about 0.5 M )
-The average mass for Milky Way stars is ~1 M -Stars more massive than 100 M are rare -Current research suggests that brown dwarfs ("failed stars" of mass less than 0.08 M ) are more numerous than ordinary stars -It is important to be aware of "selection effects" when interpreting data: "Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence"; i.e., there may be things there you cannot see) 16
Two Stellar Populations
• Population I Reddening and Obscuration
• The large amount of dust in the galactic plane reduces almost to zero the number of distant galaxies that can be seen -this region of the sky is called the zone of avoidance (the galaxies can still be "seen" in the radio and infrared)
33
Reflection Nebula
• A nebula may be seen in the visible as the result of starlight reflecting off the dust -such a nebula is called a reflection nebula 34
Interstellar Gas Spiral Arm Models
• Density-wave model -Stars travel around the center of the galaxy in their own orbits -Stars and gas traveling in the disc will bunch up as they enter an arm and will spread out as they leave -This bunching is similar to that of cars on a freeway except gravity causes the bunching of the stars -Gas entering the arm is compressed initiating star formation -The newly created and very luminous O and B stars illuminate the gas and dust in the arms -Having very small lifetimes, the O and B stars die before leaving the arm region thus making the spiral arms more conspicuous than surrounding regions -Theory has difficult time explaining longevity of spiral arms, but observed aging of O and B stars across the arms is consistent with the theory Spiral Arm Models
• Self-propagating star formation model -This theory proposed to explain ragged-appearing arms of some galaxies -Star formation begins at some random location in the galaxy creating a collection of stars -As these stars heat the gas around them and the larger ones explode, the disturbance sets off a star formation in an adjoining gas cloud -The process continues as long as there are enough large stars and gas to propagate the star formation process -Differential rotation of the galaxy then spreads the stars out into a spiral arm -The random nature of the triggering star formation should give a spiral galaxy a ragged look and this is observed in some galaxies -Use the Local Group of galaxies as a reference frame since the stars on the Milky Way move much faster -Use the distribution of randomly moving globular clusters as on average being at rest
• Analysis of the rotation curve also reveals a dark matter halo with a radius exceeding 100 kpc 50
The Galactic Center
• Because the galactic center is not observable in the visible, astronomers must rely on radio, infrared, X-ray, and gamma-ray observations 51
• At a distance of 3 kpc, an arc of cold hydrogen sweeps outward at a speed exceeding 100 km/sec • A giant swarm of stars, packed in at millions of stars per cubic light-year, are arranged in an elongated structure about 1000 light-years across • Some energetic event, perhaps a supernova explosion, violently disturbed the center in the not-to-distant past • Deep within the core lies an incredibly small (10 AU diameter) radio source known as Sgr A* 
